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The sysadmin servers run Windows XP. Pentium 4 processor 2.0 GHz, 4 GB RAM,. Install and activate the customer license on each computer. Updates to
the Solid Edge Language Reference. Accurately represent changes in Microsoft. The PE file will have a corresponding "license" file,. A description of the
technical requirements for the following :. Starting with the current release of Solid Edge, there is no limit on the number of. A stack of licenses can be
stored on a network share in a format compatible with.Q: Why is an mvc action not firing an event properly? I am writing an mvc app, and I have an

event that I want to fire when a specific user logs in. I have the following code: $(function() { $(".mydiv").on("click", ".log-in", function() {
$(this).siblings().toggle(); }); }); What this does is that if the user clicks the link "log-in", the element with the.mydiv css class is toggled open and closed.
I am 99.99% sure this is correct. However, whenever I click the link, nothing happens. Now, I know that all of the other javascript elements on the page

that fire the event are not firing. I am at a loss as to what could be happening. Any help would be greatly appreciated. A: Your script is inside of your
$(document).ready(...) handler (which should be the first thing you've got in your HTML markup), and your.log-in element is an inline style on your tag.

Remove those and the script should fire correctly: Log me in! $(function() { $(".mydiv").on("click", ".log-in", function() { $(this).siblings().toggle(); }); });
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